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18th & 19th Century Antique Chinese Furniture and 

Miscellaneous Items 
List as from 1st June 2013 

All Prices Retail 

ANT 40000 01 

 

A pair of fine black lacquer round corner cabinets (yuanjiaogui), with gold painted butterfly-an auspicious Tao-

ist symbol of longevity- and floral decoration.  The cabinets have plain narrow aprons and stand on round legs. 

 

Black Lacquer  

Turn 18th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

 

H 77.5 inches  197cm  W 49.5 inches  126cm  D 20 inches  51cm 

 

Price £8500 
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ANT 37788 89 

A pair of compound wardrobes (dasijiangui) of rectangular 

form.  The doors are from  matching wood cut from a single 

timber fitted flush to the frame.  At the bottom of the cabi-

nets is a shaped and well carved apron with entwined, vigor-

ous branches  The interior is fitted with two internal drawers 

and a single camphor wood shelf, at the base of the cabinet 

is a removable panel concealing a hidden storage space.  

The hat box is also fitted with an internal shelf. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

Turn 18th/19th Century 

Beijing, Hebei Province, China 

H 91 inches  231cm 

W 37.5 inches   95cm 

D 18 inches  46cm 

Price £9500 

ANT 24711 

A large single compound cabinet (dasijiangui) of rectangular form, 

with flush fitting doors to the frame.  The apron shaped and well 

carved with entwined vigorous branches. Tthe interior of the ‘hat box’ 

is fitted with a single shelf, the lower section with 2 shelves, one with 

a pair of drawers, the other a removable panel concealing a hidden 

storage space. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

19th Century 

Hebei Province, China 

Height  102 inches    259cm 

Width  55 inches    140cm 

Depth  22 inches    56cm 

Price £3950 

ANT 35984 85 

A pair of very fine square corner cabinets.  Fitted 

with a pair of panelled doors which sit above a 

wide plain panel and a plain apron, standing on 

square legs. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

Shanxi Province, China 

Early 18th Century. 

H 76 inches    193cm 

W 46.5 inches    110cm 

D 24 inches    61cm 

Price £6500 
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ANT 26560 

A rare and unusual oak cabinet: a tall slim round corner 

cabinet with well figured matched grain on the doors. 

Oak (zuomu) 

Turn 18th 19th Century 

Shandong Province, China. 

H 76 inches    193cm 

W 31 inches    79cm 

D 20 inches    51cm 

Price £3800 

ANT 40614 

A round corner cabinet (yuanjiaogu).  

The square-cornered top frame support-

ed on square-section posts enclosing a 

pair of well-figured door panels and a 

central removable stile, above an inset 

horizontal lower panel and the plain 

apron, the sides with conforming inset 

panels. 

Southern Elmwood (jumu) 

Late 18th Century 

Suzhou Province, China. 

H 73 inches    185.5cm 

W 43 inches    109cm 

D 20 inches    51cm 

Price £2400 

ANT 41448 

A tall, slim, straight sided round corner cabinet 

(yuanjiagui).  The cabinet cap sits above a pair of  full 

length doors standing on round legs connected by a 

slim apron. 

19th Century 

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

Shandong Province, China 

H 77 inches    195.5cm 

W 30 inches    76cm 

D 25 inches    63.5cm 

Price £2200 
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ANT 30355 

A round corner display cabinet (lianggegui) of slightly tapering 

form, the rounded stiles supporting an open shelf, the top rails 

with a curvilinear  beaded apron and sprandrals continuing down 

to meet the frame above 2 panelled doors, the interior fitted with 

a 2 drawer shelf, standing on rounded legs joined by a beaded 

cusped apron 

Northern Elmwood ( yumu ),  

Turn 18th/19th Century,  

Shanxi Province, China 

H 62.5 inches  159cm 

W 31inches  79cm 

D 18.5inches  47cm 

Price £2200 

ANT 35411 

A massive square corner low cabinet with 

well figured grain  emphasised by the plain 

front with a pair of centre doors opening to 

a single shelf, above a series of 3 drawers 

and the piece standing on legs ending on  

short cabroile ‘leopard feet’.  

Walnut ( hetao mu ) 

18th Century 

Gansu Province, China 

H 54 inches  137cm 

W 70 inches  178cm 

D 25.5 inches  65cm 

Price £3200 

ANT 40548 

A flush fronted square form corner 

cabinet with cabinet cap. Two Burl-

wood doors sit above a pair of draw-

ers, also in burl.  The doors have 

square form, flat brass hinges and 

lock plate.  The interior comprises of 

a single shelf. 

Burlwood (bayamu) 

Turn 18th/19th Century 

Sha’axi Province, China. 

H 68 inches    173cm 

W 45 inches    114.5cm 

D 22 inches    56cm 

Price £ 2950 
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ANT 39112 

A large round corner cabinet with black lacquer body 

and red lacquered doors, these sit above a wide panel 

divided into a further two smaller doors. 

Black and red lacquer over probably Elm and Cypress 

Wood. 

Shanxi Province 

Late 18th Century   

H 78 inches    198cm 

W 54 inches    137cm 

D 21 inches    53.5cm 

Price £2500 

ANT 38297 

A red lacquer corner cabinet with gold painted decora-

tion depicting the classical Chinese landscape design.  A 

pair of full length doors sit above a narrow apron, stand-

ing on square legs 

Red Lacquer 

Shanxi Province, China 

Turn 18th 19th Century 

H 67.5 inches    171.5cm 

W 44 inches    102cm 

D 24.5 inches    62cm 

Price £2400 

ANT41025 

A square corner red lacquer wedding cabinet. The front 

with slightly protruding cabinet cap, and the wood hinged 

doors supported by carved ribbed stanchions with a large 

moon lock plate and pierced estrucheons for the door 

pulls. 

Red lacquer 

Late 19th Century 

Zhejiang Province, China 

H 72 inches    183cm 

W 43 inches    109cm 

D 24 inches    61cm 

Price £2350 
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ANT 32936 

A small low cabinet with flat front below a cabinet cap with 

ice plate edge, above carved and shaped wing panels  with a 

single drawer above 2 doors . 

Walnut ( hetao mu ) 

Shanxi Province, China 

Late 18th Century 

H 34 inches 86cm 

W 37 inches 94cm 

D 20 inches 61cm 

Price £1450 

ANT 24805 

A tapered round-corner cabinet, the top frame with rounded edge, 

supported on splayed corner posts of rounded section enclosing 

matching panels of the doors, above a plain narrow apron with 

apron head spandrals joining legs formed by the lower extensions 

of the corner posts. The interior fitted with 2 removable shelves 

and 2 drawers at the bottom. 

Rosewood (huali) 

Late 19th Century 

South China 

H 47.5 inches    121cm 

W 30 inches    76cm 

D 16.5 inches    42cm 

Price  £1800 

ANT 40874 

A single red lacquer scholars book chest.  The doors sit 

above a narrow set of three lozenge shape inset panels 

above a cusped apron stand. 

Red Lacquer 

Turn 18th/19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 38 inches    96.5cm 

W 37 inches    94cm 

D 21 inches    53cm 

Price £2200 

ANT 41622 23 

A pair of mid height square corner cabinets.  

The cabinet cap sits above a pair of flush 

fronted doors, above a pair of drawers 

standing on short cabriole legs. 

Turn 18th/19th Century 

Walnut (hetao mu) 

Sha’anxi Province, China 

H 47 inches    120cm 

W 36 inches    91cm 

D 21 inches    53cm 

Price £2800 
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ANT 28054A 

A 2 drawer coffer with open carved panels 

under the drawers. Top frame with ‘iceplate 

edge’ over beaded legs and decorated apron 

head spandrals. 

Northern Elmwood ( yumu )  

Early 18th Century, Shanxi Province, China 

H 33.5 inches  85cm 

W 58.5 inches  148cm 

D 18.5 inches  47cm 

Price £2250 

ANT 33402 

A small  black lacquered scholars 3 shelved book case, 

the top 2 shelves framed by a cusped apron.  

Black lacquer over elmwood 

19th Century 

Shanxi Province 

H 41.5 inches    106cm 

W 24 inches    61cm 

D 18 inches    46cm 

Price £1350 

ANT 38864 

A large single three shelf display unit, with beaded frame 

and central splat, above a narrow apron and square legs. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

Turn 18th 19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 70 inches    178cm 

W 41 inches    104cm 

D 19 inches    48cm 

Price £2200 

ANT 29591 

 

A low 2 door cabinet. The top panel with rounded 

edge and indented beading above a sectioned front 

with 2 centre doors between 2 carved roundals,  be-

neath the doors is a wide panel over a carved apron 

Original lacquer over pine ( songmu ) 

Early 19th Century, Shandong Province, China 

H 30.5 inches     54cm 

W 41 inches  104cm 

D 21.5 inches   54cm 

Price £1350    
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ANT 28227 

A small 5 drawer coffer. The top panel with iceplate 

edge above the sectioned front with 5 carved drawers 

flanked by 2 carved wing panels. The lower section 

under the drawers with 2 doors and the interior fitted 

with a single shelf.   

Walnut ( hetao mu) 

Turn 18th/19th Century, Shanxi Province, China   

H  39 inches  99cm  

W 52 inches  132cm  

D 21 inches  53cm 

Price £2200 

ANT 34693 

A small 3 drawer coffer. The top panel with iceplate 

edge above the sectioned front with 3 carved 

drawers flanked by 2 carved wing panels. The lower 

section under the drawers with 2 doors and the 

interior fitted with a single shelf over a plain apron 

Walnut ( hetao mu) 

Turn 18th/19th Century,  

Hebei Province, China   

H 35 inches  89cm 

W 62 inches  158cm 

D 25 inches  61cm 

Price £2200 

ANT 41381 

A 4 door Tianjin Style square coffer with 

beaded edge front frame and between the two 

pairs of doors,  standing on three sets of legs.  

Walnut (hetao mu) 

Early 19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 32.5 inches    82.5cm 

W 55 inches    140cm 

D 18 inches    46cm 

Price £2200 

ANT 39622 

A Tianjin Style square coffer with 4 

drawers and a 2 sets of doors opening 

to storage below, with a beaded edge 

on the front frame and the drawer edg-

es.  

Walnut (hetao mu) 

Turn 18th/19th century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 34 inches  86.5cm 

W 78 inches  198cm 

D 18 inches  46cm 

Price £3500    
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ANT 30782 

A low 3 drawer kang coffer with carved 

spandrals, and carved drawer fronts over 

carved panels  abovc the carved and shaped 

apron connected to leopard legs 

Northern Elmwood ( yumu )  

Early 18th Century, Shanxi Province, China  

H 20.5 inches 52cm  

W 67 inches  170cm  

D 27.5 inches  70cm 

Price £2500  

ANT 30064 

A very fine small cabriole legged side table with decorated 

drawer fronts and small wing panels above a carved beaded 

apron. Standing on sinuously carved cabriole legs with up-

turned feet. Northern Elmwood ( yumu )  

18th Century 

Shanxi Province 

H 33 inches  84cm 

W 39 inches  99cm 

D 19.25 inches  49cm 

Price £2400 

ANT 31221 

A low 3 drawer kang coffer with carved spandrals, 

and carved drawer fronts over carved panels  

abovc the carved and shaped apron connected to 

leopard legs 

Northern Elmwood ( yumu ) 

18th Century 

Shanxi Province, China   

H 19 inches  48.5cm 

W 69 inches  175.5cm 

D 24inches  61cm 

Price £2400 

 

ANT 31477 

A fine cabriole legged walnut 2 drawer raised 

coffer. The iceplate edge top above 2 drawers 

decorated with relief carving, alongside plain 

apron head spandrals and the sinuously curved 

cabriole legs connected by small decorated panel 

and the legs standing on pad feet.  

Walnut  ( hetao mu )  

18th Century Shanxi Province, China 

H 33.5 inches  85cm 

W 51.5 inches  131cm 

D 19 inches  48cm 

Price £2200 
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ANT 28971 

A small 3 drawer k'ang coffer with carved 

drawers depicting animals and carved apron 

head spandrals and carved apron sitting on 

‘lion head’ feet in original waxed wood finsh. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu)  

Turn 16th/17th Century, 

Shanxi Province, China  

H 11 inches  28cm  

W 42.5 inches  108cm  

D 15 inches  28cm 

Price £900 

ANT 35149 

A small singe drawer walnut  coffer with top frame over a 

single drawer and a deep storage compartment below, plain 

apron and rectangular legs  

Walnut ( hetao mu) 

19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 33 inches  84cm 

W 27 inches  68.5cm 

D19 inches  48cm 

Price £950 

 

ANT 26541 

A low Kang coffer with ice plate edge top frame 

over a panelled front with 2 doors over a plain 

apron 

Cypress Wood (Baimu) 

Mid 19th Cenury 

Zhejiang Province, China 

H 20.5 inches  55cm 

W 41 inches  104cm 

D 28 inches  71cm 

Price £1100 

ANT 36333 

A low square cabinet with black lacquer frame 

and beaded edge around a pair of flush fronted 

red lacquer doors. 

Black and Red lacquer 

Mongolian 

19th Century 

H 26 inches    66cm 

W 43 inches    109cm 

D 29 inches     74cm 

Price £1500 
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ANT 30577B 

A large camphor storage chest with large metal 

lockplate and 2 handles at each end 

Camphor ( zhangmu ) 

19th Century 

Hebei Province, China 

H 17.5 inches    44.5cm 

W 37 inches    94cm 

D 24.5 inches    62cm 

Price £850 

ANT 40793 

A Single camphor wood footchests of rectangular flush 

form and standing on runners. 

Camphor Wood (zhangmu) 

Late 19th Century 

Shanxi Style 

H 20 inches    51cm 

W 20 inches    51cm 

D 15 inches    38cm 

Price £450 each 

Only one remaining 

ANT 33595 

A low square k'ang table with inlaid marquetry 

top and standing on short cabriole legs. 

Elmwood and Cypress ( yumu & baimu) 

Early 19th Century 

Mongolia 

H 10 inches  25cm 

W 28 inches  71cm 

D 28 inches  71cm 

Price £950 

ANT  33594 

A low square k'ang table with inlaid marquetry 

top and standing on short cabriole legs. 

Elmwood and Cypress ( yumu & baimu) 

Early 19th Century 

Mongolia 

H 10 inches  25cm 

W 28 inches  71cm 

D 28 inches  71cm 

Price £950 
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ANT 38016 

A low red lacquer table with double 

beaded top above two drawers, all of 

which sit on quatrefoil legs 

Red lacquer over Southern Elmwood 

(jumu) 

19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 20 inches  51cm 

W 41.5 inches  104cm 

D 28 inches  71cm 

Price £1300 

ANT 37020 

A rectangular coffee table with triple bead-

ed top frame above hump back leg encir-

cling stretchers.  The rounded legs are con-

nected to the top frame by giant arm brac-

ers. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

Turn 18th/19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 19 inches  48cm 

W 58 inches  147.5cm 

D 26.5 inches  70cm 

Price £2200      

ANT 39454 

A rare and unusual Lute table of scroll form.  

The table has curved sides ending in scroll 

feet, with beaded open panel depicting lingzhi 

fungus motifs carved into the sides. 

Walnut (hetao mu) 

Late 19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 18.5 inches    47cm 

W 51 inches    130cm 

D 20 inches    51cm 

Price £1500 

ANT 40837 

A rectangular day bed (ta) with narrow 

waist and hard cane top standing on 

round legs connected by a long straight 

stretcher. 

Walnut (hetao mu) 

Gansu Province, China 

19th Century Style 

H 18 inches    46cm 

W 54 inches    137cm 

D 27 inches    68.5cm 

Price £1850 
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ANT 32172 

A recessed legged daybed with 

plain apron and large round legs 

connected by 2  stretchers 

Northern Elmwood ( yumu ) 

19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 18.25 inches  47cm 

W 59.25 inches  150.5cm 

D 39 inches  99cm 

Price £1950 

ANT 38263 

A fine low square table with solid wood top and “ice 

plate edge” above a narrow waist with lozenge shaped 

piercings.  The table has beading on both the internal 

and external edges of the apron and legs.  The legs end 

in hoof feet and are supported be giant arm braces.   

Camphor wood top 

Turn 18th 19th Century 

Fujian Province, China 

H 20 inches  51cm 

W 40 inches  101.5cm 

D 41 inches  104cm 

Price £2200 

ANT 40737 

A flush sided rectangular day bed 

(ta) with rattan top, standing on 

four slightly tapering legs ending 

in hoof feet. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China. 

H 18 inches    46cm 

W 58 inches    147.5cm 

D 36 inches    91.5cm 

Price £1950 

ANT 26538 

A flush sided three-paneled fretwork 

screen bed (sanpingfengshi) of flush 

side form with beaded apron and legs, 

the slightly tapering legs ending in 

hoof feet.  

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

18th Century,  

Shanxi Province, China   

H 19 inches 48cm of table top, panels 

33.5 inches 85cm  

W 86 inches  218.5cm,  

D 48 inches  122cm 

Price £4950 
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ANT 34255/6  

A pair of meditation stools 

with an ice plate edge top 

frame over a narrow waist 

and standing on rounded 

legs with straight stretchers. 

Walnut ( hetao mu ),  

Turn 18th/19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 22.5 inches  57cm  

W 36.5 inches  92cm 

D 36.5 inches  92cm 

Price £1950 

ANT 34695/6 

A good pair of  square stools with solid wood 

tops, the frame above a narrow waist supported 

on elegantly carved cabriole legs with outward 

facing horse-hoof feet. The cusped apron well 

carved above humpbacked stretchers 

Walnut ( hetao mu ),  

18th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 20.5 inches  52cm 

W 17.5 inches  45cm 

D 17.5 inches  45cm  

Price £1650 

ANT 38914/15 

A pair of stools with solid wood tops and 

triple moulded top frame, standing on 

moulded legs connected by double beaded 

humped backed stretchers. 

Northern Elmwood, (yumu) 

Early 19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 21 inches  53.5cm 

W 16 inches  40.5cm 

D 16 inches  40.5cm 

Price £950 

ANT 40753 54 

A pair of small flush sided rectangular stools 

with slightly tapering legs ending in hoof feet 

supported by hump back stretchers. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu)  

19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 19 inches    48cm 

W 18 inches    46cm 

D 13 inches    33cm 

Price £1000 
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ANT 29637/8 

A pair of good stands, with a triple ribbed top frame, 

the legs similarly ribbed with a half height shelf with 

rounded ‘leg encircling’ moulding. 

Northern Elmwood ( yumu ) 

Turn 18th/19th Century 

Jiangsu Province, China 

H 35 inches  89cm  

W15.5 inches  39.5cm  

D 15.5 inches  39.5cm 

Price £1800 

ANT 34691 

A one drawered carved square stand with carved and pierced 

panel above a paneled section over a carved apron and standing 

on beaded legs 

Northern Elmwood (yumu ) 

Early 19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 32.5 inches 82.5cm 

D 18 inches 46cm 

W 18 inches  46cm 

Price £950 

ANT 37251/52 

A very fine pair of stools with ice plate edge top 

frame above a narrow apron and slightly splayed 

round legs, joined by mid height stretchers. 

Southern Elmwood (jumu) with hazel wood tops. 

19th Century 

Suzhou Province, China 

H 19.5 inches    49.5cm 

W 17.5 inches     44.5cm 

D 17.5 inches    44.5cm 

Price £1200 

 

ANT 42012 13 

A pair of flush sided stands with an inset cusped 

apron on all four sides connecting the top, legs and 

mid height shelf with a single drawer below, a fur-

ther cusped apron leads to a shelf at the bottom of 

the stands, ending in small hoof feet. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

Turn 18th/19th Century 

Bejing, China. 

H 33 inches    84cm 

W 15 inches    38cm 

D 15 inches    38cm 

Price £1750 
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ANT 37323 

A half moon table with solid wood top and ‘ice plate’ 

edge frame above a narrow waist and curved cusped 

apron.  The table stands on four sinuous cabriole legs 

ending in carved leaf pattern feet set on shaped pads. 

Locust wood (Scholars tree) huaimu 

18th Century 

Hebei Province, China 

H 33 inches  84cm 

W 49 inches  124.5cm 

D 24.5 inches  62cm 

Price £2200 

ANT 37013 

A four sides flush (simian ping) side table stand-

ing on slim slightly tapering legs ending in hoof 

feet. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

18th Century 

Hebei Province, China 

H 33.5 inches  85cm 

W 35.5 inches  90cm 

D 22 inches  56cm 

Price £1000 

ANT  39191/92 

A small pair of tables with double beaded 

top frame above two drawers surrounded 

by a double beaded frame, standing on 

quatrefoil legs. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

Early 19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 26.5 inches    67cm 

W 31 inches    79cm 

D 15.5 inches    39.5cm 

Price £1850 

ANT 34246 

A small side table with ice plate edge top frame standing 

on quatrefoil legs  connected by a straight stretcher and 

rounded apron head spandral all carved to simulate 

bamboo 

Northern Elmwood ( yumu) 

18th Century 

Hebei Province, China 

H 33.5 inches  85cm 

W 39 inches  99cm 

D19.5 inches  49.5cm 

Price £1200 
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ANT 29631 

A faux bamboo carved small side table, with rectan-

gular frame with an ‘ice-plate edge’ above naturalisti-

cally carved faux bamboo ribbing connected to legs 

of quatrefoil section, with rounded ‘leg encircling’ 

double braced stretchers, all with vestiges of the orig-

inal lacquer Northern Elmwood ( yumu ) 

Shanxi Province, China Early 18th Century 

H 33 inches  84cm 

W 37.5 inches  95cm 

D 18.75 inches  47.5cm 

Price £2300 

ANT 26762 

A pedestal table with a massive solid wood top, 

standing on 2 square pedestals with carved panels on 

3 sides, each pedestal with a carved panel disguising 

a drawer. The square legs with open panels above a 

carved apron. 

Northern Elmwood ( yumu ) 

Henan Province, China 

Turn 18th/19th Century 

H 36 inches  91.5cm 

W 82 inches  208cm 

D 16.5 inches  42cm 

Price £2800 

ANT 30290  

An 18th Century pear wood side table, with 

straight double rounded moulded stretcher 

with pairs of rounded bracers  and triple 

rounded straight legs 

Pear wood ( limu ) 

Jiangsu Province, China    

H 37.5 inches 95cm  

W 84.5 inches 213cm 

D 16.5 inches 42cm  

Price £2600  

* please note there is an age split on one of 

the corners of this table. 

ANT 32756 

A brown lacquered plank sided table with an interesting 

crackle finish, the side panels ending in plain ends 

Brown lacquer over elmwood 

19th Century 

Henan Province, China 

H 32 inches  81.5cm 

W 80 inches 203.5cm 

D 15.75 inches  40cm  

Price £1800 

* Please note due to the age and delicate nature of the 

lacquer, there are age cracks and chips, all of which add 

to the charm of the piece. 
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ANT 38958 

A painting table (hua’an), the top frame with an ice plate 

edge and everted flanged ends, the round recessed legs  

joined by a plain apron with rectangular spandrals, the legs 

joined by double stretchers. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

Turn 18th/ 19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 33 inches84cm 

W 69 inches  175cm 

D 17.5 inches  44.5cm 

Price £2500 

ANT 40454 

A recessed leg painting table with a plain beaded 

apron and decorated leg panels, the legs are joined 

by double stretchers. 

Walnut ( hetao mu) 

Turn 18th 19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 34 inches    86.5cm 

W 58 inches    147.5cm 

D 15 inches    38cm 

Price £2200 

ANT 26740 

A painting table (hua’an), the top frame with an 

ice plate edge, the round recessed legs  joined by 

a plain apron with rectangular spandrals, the legs 

joined by double stretchers. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

18th  Century 

 Shanxi Province, China 

H  33 inches  84cm   

W 74.5 inches  189cm  

D 24.5 inches  62cm 

Price £2600 

ANT 36985 
A painting table (hua’an), the top frame with an ice 

plate edge encompassing a smooth slate stone inset 

panel, the round recessed legs  joined by a plain apron 

with rectangular spandrals, the legs joined by double 

stretchers. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

18th  Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 32.25 inches  82cm  

W 59.5 inches  151cm  

D 27 inches  69cm  

Price £3200 
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ANT 29890 

A black lacquered recessed leg altar table with 

decorated carved leg panels depicting stylised 

lingzhi fungus motifs.  

Black lacquer over Elmwood.  

Early 18th Century 

Shanxi Province 

H 33 inches  84cm 

W 78 inches  198cm  

D 17 inches  43cm 

Price £3750 

ANT 36903 

A recessed leg side table with everted flanged ends, 

over a beaded apron and carved apron head spandrels.  

Standing on tressel legs with ‘sword edge’ beading and 

decorated top leg panels ending in shoe feet. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

Turn 18th 19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 35 inches  89cm 

W 56 inches  142cm 

D 14.5 inche   37cm 

Price £ 1950 

ANT 32625 

A late 17th Century side table with everted 

flanged ends and beaded apron and carved 

Double ruyi sceptre apron head spandrals and 

sword beaded legs with open leg panels 

Walnut ( hetao mu) 

Late 17th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 34 inches 86.5cm 

W 108 inches  274cm 

D 19 inches 48.5cm 

Price £4500 

ANT 40892 

A large recessed leg plank top altar table, with 

a beaded apron and carved apron head span-

drels, supported on ribbed trestle legs with an 

open panel ending in  solid shoe feet. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

Early 18th Century 

Shanxi Province, China. 

H 35.5 inches    90cm 

W 79 inches   200.5cm 

D 22 inches    56cm 

Price £3950 
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ANT 31890/1 

A pair of round backed armchairs (quanyi), 

commonly referred to as horseshoe armchairs, 

with sinuous S shaped back splat and hard cane 

seat over a carved cusped apron. 

Walnut ( hetao mu) 

18th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 38.5 inches  98cm 

W 22 inches  56cm 

D 18inches  46cm 

Price £2950 

ANT 35797 

A contemporary cabriole leg red lacquer 

table, with ice plate edge top frame above 

a wide apron with beaded open lozenges.  

The cabriole legs end in scroll feet. 

16th 17th Century Style 

H 33.25 inches    84.5cm 

W 67 inches    170cm 

D 27.75 inches    70.5cm 

Price £2500 

ANT 39068 69 

A fine pair of scholars cap arm chairs with good 

grained black splat. 

Cane seats not original 

Cedar Wood 

Early 19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 40 inches    102cm 

W 23 inches    58.5cm 

D 18 inches    46cm 

Price £2350 

ANT 41666 67 

A pair of fine black lacquered folding hunting chairs with 

a well carved sinuous top rail with a gently curved back 

splat and fold away foot rests. 

Black Lacquer 

Late 18th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 39 inches    99cm 

W 21 inches    53cm 

D 15 inches    38cm  

Price £1800 
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ANT 24863/4 

A large bamboo bird cage  with central metal perch and metal feeder 

in the form of a bat and a porcelain water dish (cracked and repaired) 

together with the hanging pole 

18th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H  49 inches  125cm  

W 21 inches  53cm 

Price £1200 

ANT 30113  

Large Bamboo Bookshelf, with detailed and sy-

metrical fretwork back panels 

Bamboo (zhu) 

Zhejiang Province, China 

Late 19th/Early 20th Century 

H 88 inches  224cm 

W 51.25 inches  130cm 

D 25.25 inches  64cm 

Price £1450 

ANT 37928 

A fine clothes rack.  The slender rounded post joined by a top rail ending 

in upward-curving lingzhi fungus sits a-top an open delicate cusped square 

diamond fretwork, over a spandralled lower rail with stylised dragon carv-

ings.  The plain shoe foot joined by an open shelf formed from two stretch-

ers under a shaped open vertical spandrels  

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

Turn 18th 19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 55 inches    140cm 

W 74.5 inches    189cm 

D 14.5 inches    37cm 

Price £1950 

ANT 33406 

 

An elmwood wash basin stand with 6 flared legs supporting 

the new inlaid bronze basin 

Northern Elmwood 

19th Century 

Hebei Province, China 

H 57 inches  145cm 

W 20 inches 51cm 

D 20 inches 51cm 

Price £ 1100 
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ANT 35981 

A calligraphy panel with 

black lacquer background and 

gold painted character 

Would have been used above 

a door way into a Scholars 

retreat 

Shanxi Province, China 

18/19th Century 

H 25 inches  63.5cm 

Price £850 

ANT 34481/82 

A pair of roof Corbels “dugong”.  The-

se would have sat on the top of a pillar 

heads or walls to supporting a roof 

beam  and carry the weight of the eves.  

With a piece of glass on top they would 

make an excellent coffee table. 

Possibly Oak 

Jingsu Province, China 

17th Century 

H 26 inches  66cm 

W 64 inches  162.5cm 

D 5 inches  13cm 

Price £1600 

ANT 31227 8 

A impressive pair of lion-dog temple/door 

guardians. Carved of wood with remnants 

of the original lacquer and painted decora-

tion. Powerfully modelled with fierce ex-

pressions and an alert stance, upright ‘fan’ 

tail, and detailed face and claws. 

Fujian Province, China 

17th Century 

H 38 inches   97cm   

W 19 inches  48.5cm   

D 35 inches   89cm 

Price £2500.00 

ANT 27068 

A black glazed 

earthernware wine pots 

with narrow neck and 

jug handles 

17th/ 18th  Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H  22 inches  56cm   

W 14 inches  35.5cm  

(small variations be-

tween pots ) 

Price £250 each 

ANT 32124  

A choice of 2 brown 

glazed earthernware 

water pots with a wide 

neck and scored 

decoration   

17th / 18th Century 

Shanxi Province, China   

H  29 inches  74cm   

W 25 inches  64cm  

( small variations be-

tween pots ) 

Price £450 each 
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ANT 32763F 

A Stone Salt Weight 

Winter Melon 

17th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

D 8 inches  20cm 

W 12 inches  30.5cm 

Price £295 

ANT 34707 x4 (darker colour) 

A selection of  hand warmers.  Woven bamboo 

baskets surrounding a stoneware bowl.  The bowl 

would have had hot coals inside and the subse-

quent radiating heat would have warmed the hands 

holding the basket around the sides. 

Turn 19th/ 20th Century 

Shanxi Province, China. 

Price £68 each 

ANT 33728 

A contemporary granite stone Bud-

dha head 

H 17 inches  43cm  

Price £850 

ANT 33485/86 

A pair of stone Foo Dogs.  Traditionally used as guardians of doors to 

prevent the entrance of evil spirits.  

Granite 

17th/18th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 12 inches  30.5cm 

W 7 inches  18cm 

Price £950 pair 

N.B. A further 4 pairs of Foo dogs are available in different sizes and 

seated in different positions. 

prices ranging from £650 to £1000 per pair. 

 

Covered food tray Daung Baung Kalat.   
ANT A2 

Lacquered covered pedestal tray, traditionally 

used to present gifts to royalty or monkhood.    To 

keep contents fresh trys were often covered in 

black lacquer with a red moulded edge and interi-

or, that latter achieved by mixing cinnabar with 

lacquer sap. 

Late 19th early 20th Century. 

Burma 

Price £475  
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SEA 36716 

A cast metal seated 

Monk. 

Black lacquer un-

der gold leaf. 

Early 19th Century 

Thailand 

H 7.5 inches  19cm 

Price £850 

 

SEA 36931 

A hand carved 

wooden seated 

Buddha. 

Red lacquer under 

worn gold leaf. 

Turn 18th 19th 

Century 

Burma 

H11 inches  28cm 

Price £950 

SEA 36172 

A hand carved 

wooden seated 

Buddha. 

Red lacquer under 

gold leaf. 

18th Century 

Burma 

H7.5 inches  19cm 

Price £800 

SEA-36711 

A cast bronze  

Buddha body frag-

ment. 

Early 19th Century 

Burma 

H 8 inches  20.5cm 

Price £750 

SEA 36715 

A cast silver seated 

Buddha 

18th Century 

Burma 

H 6.75 inches  17cm 

Price £1000 

SEA 35902 

A cast silver seated 

Buddha 

Late 18th Century 

Burma 

H 8.5 inches  22cm 

Price £1100 
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ANT 28949  
A 4 panel fretwork screen with geometric 

fretwork over bas relief carved medallion in 

the low solid panel 

Northern Elmwood ( yumu) 

18th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 83.5 inches  212cm  

W 113 inches  288cm  

D 3 inches  7.5cm  

Price £3600 

ANT 40390 

Hand carved contemporary statues of Male Deity. 

The statue has been worked in Khmer grey sandstone  

and in the 11th Century style. 

H 38 inches  96.5cm 

Price £2500 

 

Contemporary copy of  Thai seated Buddha.  Subduing 

Mara –Calling the Earth to Witness (this is the most 

common representation of the Buddha in Thailand)  

The left hand rests in the lap, most probably in this case 

the right hand points to the ground, slightly touching it.  

Mara (representing evil) and his horde offer all kinds of 

earthly ‘pleasures’ such as riches, power, women.  

However, the Bodisattva scorns it all, and continues to 

contemplate.  This gesture symbolizes enlightenment, 

as well as steadfastness (imperturbability). 
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ANT 32827 

A 6 panel fretwork screen with a geo-

metric ‘cracked ice’ fretwork design 

with a reticulated carved panel above 

and a relief carved panel below over a 

plain Solid panels. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

Turn 18th/19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 90.5 inches  229.5cm 

W 82 inches  204cm  

D 2.5 inches  5.5cm 

Price £3750 

ANT 33897 

An 8 panel fretwork 

screen with a geometric 

fretwork design with a 

reticulated carved panel 

above and a relief carved 

panel below over a plain 

Solid panels. 

Northern Elmwood 

( yumu) 

18th/19th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 96 inches  244cm 

W 26.5 inches  67.5cm 

Price £4000 

 

 

ANT 33892 

 

A 4 panel fretwork screen with a geometric fretwork 

design and central motif with a releif carved panel 

above and a reticulated carved panel below over a 

plain solid panels. 

Zhejiang Province  

18th/19th Century 

H 109 inches  277cm 

W 92 inches  234cm 

Price £2800 
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ANT 33690/91  

 

Pair of small rectangular fretworks  

Cypress wood  

19th Century  

Shanxi Province, China 

H 27 inches  68.5cm 

W 16.5 inches  42cm 

Price £350  
 

ANT 32840 

 

A single fretwork window panel 

Cypress wood 

19th Century 

Ningbo Region, Zhejiang Province,China 

W 40.5 inches  103cm 

H 42.75 inches  108.5cm 

Price £350 

ANT 36242/3 

 

A pair of large fretwork window pan-

els with geometric fretwork details 

and Taoist ‘Ju I’ sceptre—which 

means “as you like it”. 

Northern Elmwood (yumu) 

18th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 68.5 inches  174cm 

W 38.5 inches  98cm 

 

Price £2750 
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ANT 31885 

 

A set of 4 panels with geometric panels 

above carved relief panels above and below 

a large bas relief floral motif.. 

Northern Elmwood ( yumu ) 

19th Century 

Zhejiang Province, China 

H 55.5 inches  140cm 

W 52 inches  132cm 

D 1.5 inches  4cm  

Price £2400 

ANT 33741  

 

A set of four little  

geometric fretworks  

Cypress wood 

19th Century  

Shanxi Province, China 

H 34.5 inches  87.5cm 

W 17 inches  43cm 

 

Price £1100 

ANT 36597 

 

A pair of geometric panels with 

auspicious Buddhist symbol fretwork 

pattern 

Southern Elmwood 

Late 18th Century 

Shanxi Province, China 

H 47 inches  120cm 

W 18.5inches  47cm 

Price £900  


